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INTRODUCTION
This paper represents a continuation of Paper I presented at this conference. 1 As such, the same notation is employed. Following our discussion in Paper I, we consider the IFS maps w i to be xed. The problem reduces to the determination of grey level maps i which minimize the collage distance 2 .
In the special case that 1. N k=1 X k = N k=1ŵ i (X) = X, i.e. the sets X k \tile" X, and 2. (ŵ i (X) \ŵ j (X)) = 0 for i 6 = j, then the squared collage distance Most, if not all, applications in the literature assume the nonoverlapping property due to its simplicity, in addition to the assumptions that = m (D) and that the w k are similitudes. In addition, the grey level maps are assumed to be a ne, i.e. i (t) = i t+ i . The standard approach is to impose stationarity conditions on 2 i which yield a set of linear equations in i and i . There is no guarantee, however, that the solutions to these equations will be nonnegative, ensuring that i : R + ! R + . This may not be a great problem in actual applications, since i (v(x)) may, in fact, be nonnegative (or only very slightly negative) for practical images. Nevertheless, this detail is generally overlooked in the literature.
In this discussion, we shall not assume the nonoverlapping property: i.e. the setsŵ i (X) are allowed to overlap on sets of nonzero measure. In what follows, we make the following assumptions: (9) In terms of the grey level map parameters, this is a linear inequality constraint, i.e.
For the special case X R D and = m (D) , which will be used in all applications, the above linear inequality constraint becomes
where V X = m (D) (X). We now describe our algorithm. As before, let w be an in nite set of xed a ne contraction maps on X R D which generates a -dense and nonoverlapping family of subsets of X. The proof of this theorem is based on the proof of Theorem 6 in Paper I. The advantages of QP have been discussed in our paper on solving the inverse problem for measures. in a nite number of steps and (ii) in many problems, the minimum is achieved on a boundary point of the simplex. In such cases, if ( k ; k ) = (0; 0) then k (t) = 0, which implies that the associated IFS map w k is super uous. QP (as opposed to gradient-type schemes) will locate such boundary points in a nite number of steps, essentially discarding such super uous maps. The elimination of such maps represents an increase in the data compression factor. Some numerical calculations involving the QP method will be presented in the next section.
THE INVERSE PROBLEM WITH \LOCAL IFSM"
Our method can easily be generalized to incorporate the strategy of Jacquin, 3 namely, that we consider the actions of contractive maps w i on subsets of X (the \parent blocks") to produce smaller subsets of X (the \child blocks"). This is also referred to as a \Local IFS". 4 Rather than trying to approximate a target as a union of contracted copies of itself as in the IFS method, the local IFS method approximates the target as a union of copies of subsets of itself. A good discussion of this method can be found in the review by Fisher, 5 who has also been involved in more detailed investigations. 6 We should mention that formal solutions of the inverse problem using various Local IFSM can be formulated, in analogy to Theorem 6 of Paper I. As a result, one has theorems analogous to Theorem 1 of this paper, guaranteeing that the optimization method can provide solutions of arbitary accuracy. We omit a discussion of these results in this report. Again, because the child blocks are conveniently nonoverlapping, the problem reduces to the minimization of each squared collage distance 2 k over the block J k , a \least squares" determination of k . In the special case that the k maps are a ne, the minimization of each 2 k is, as before, a quadratic programming problem in the two parameters k and k .
Local IFSM With \More Degrees of Freedom"
The Local IFSM discussed above represents only one of many possible ways in which parent blocks may be mapped to child blocks. Some additional possibilities, to each of which would correspond a particular T loc operator, are listed below:
1. For a given child cell J k , we may wish to consider more than one parent cell I j at the same time. 2. It may be possible, and indeed desirable, to consider more than one a ne mapping from a given parent I i to a given child J k . For example, on 0,1], we can consider both the orientation-preserving and orientation non-preserving maps (e.g. w ik = s ik x+a ik , with s ik = 1 and -1, respectively). In 0; 1] 2 , there are eight possible contraction maps from a larger parent square to a smaller child square and we may wish to employ some or all of them in our T loc operator.
3. Combining (1) and (2) above.
Overlapping child cells.
Clearly, there are many possibilities. From a practical viewpoint, however, there are limitations. In this section, we formulate the inverse problem associated with (2) above. (The extension of this method to (3) above is rather straightforward.) Some numerical calculations using this strategy have been performed and will be reported in the next section. In Fig. 1 are shown some approximations to the target function v(x) = sin( x) . The target set as well as the attractors of the optimal truncated IFSM (w N ; N ) are plotted. In Fig. 1(a) , N = 6 maps were used, i.e. 1 i 2 in Eq. (32). In Fig. 1(b) , N = 14 maps were used, i.e. 1 i 3.
4.1.2
Nonoverlapping Local IFSM method The child blocks J k (as well as the parent blocks I j ) are simply the dyadic subintervals obtained by the action of the w ij maps of Eq. (32) on 0,1]. As originally done by Jacquin, 3 for each child J k we test a number of parents I j . For each parent, in turn, we consider both possible a ne contraction maps (i.e. orientation preserving and nonpreserving). We choose the parent and map which gives the minimum collage distance 2 k . In Fig. 2 are shown some approximations to v(x) = sin( x). In Fig. 2(a) , we have used one parent block, I 0 = 0; 1] and four child blocks J k = w 2;k (X). (This is identical to the \normal" IFSM method with four nonoverlapping IFS maps.) In Fig. 2(b) , we have used two parent blocks, I j = w 1;j (X) and four child blocks J k = w 2;k (X). In Fig. 2(c) , we use four parent blocks, I j = w 2;j (X), and eight child blocks, J k = w 3;k (X). It is not surprising that for a given number of IFSM maps, N, the local IFSM method yields much better results than normal IFSM, since the former seeks to tile the target v(x) with only parts of itself. Nonoverlapping Local IFSM method Given a child block, J k , we test all parent blocks I j . For each parent block, we test all eight possible contraction maps w (l) i;j ; 1 l 8, selecting the map which produces the minimum collage distance. Naturally, we then select the parent which produces the best overall collage of J k . v k , with no more than two grey level maps (l) k di ering signi cantly from zero.
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